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a Look at pages 4–5. Read and write the correct word on the lines. The first one has been 
done for you.

       

1 It is in your mouth. tongue

2 It is an animal’s foot. 

3 It helps an animal stay warm. 

4 It has a lot of trees in it. 

5 It is hard and in the body. 

6 It comes out of your finger if you hurt it.  

a Look at pages 6–7. Read and write the correct word on the lines. The first one has been 
done for you.

      

A mammal 1  has  hair and a backbone. Some animals come 2   of eggs, 

but most mammals do not. Mammals are warm when it 3   cold outside. This is 

4   they have warm blood. Mammals drink their mother’s milk 5   

they are born. Elephants are mammals. The mothers can have one baby 6   five years. 

b Look at pages 8–11. Match the two parts of the sentences. One has been done for you.
1 An orca is a mammal a  insects. 
2 A zebra likes living b  only eat meat. 
3 Bears and people eat c  only eat plants. 
4 Giraffes and horses d  plants and meat. 
5 Hedgehogs eat e 1  that lives in the sea.
6 Lions and tigers f  where there is grass or sand. 

1

backbone blood fat forest hoof tongue

2

because out when is has every
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c Look at pages 12–13. Read and write the correct word on the lines. The first one has been 
done for you.

      

Most 1  mammals  have fur or hair on their bodies. People do, too! It helps them to stay 

2   in cold places. An Arctic wolf has two 3   coats. They help the 

wolf to stay warm when it is very cold. Dolphins and whales are 4   mammals. 

They are born with 5   on their noses, but they lose it when they are older. 

They also have 6  , called blubber. This stops them getting too cold in the water.

a Work in small groups. Look at pages 14–15. Write four lists: Cetaceans, Primates, Rodents 
and Ungulates. Put the words below into the correct list.

      

      

b Work in your groups. Look at pages 18–25. Read and put a ✓ or a ✗ in the boxes. The first 
one has been done for you.

1 Fish can breathe under the water but mammals cannot.  
2 Humpback whales breathe in and out of a hole under their bodies. 
3 Dolphins, whales and seals can stay underwater for one hour or more. 
4 Bats are the only mammals that can fly.   
5 Anteaters have teeth to eat insects, plants and fruit.   
6 Chimpanzees use their faces and make noises to talk to other chimpanzees. 

fat fur hair mammals marine warm

3

apes deer dolphins giraffes

mice monkeys rats whales


